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Editorial

Stop the plot against India!
Claiming to be part of the "Western democracies," the

tween the nations of India and Pakistan.

Sikh terrorist-separatist movement vowed on June 11

This British-supported movement for "religious

to "support anything that will help destroy the Indian

freedom" is just a new face for the support of the Nazi

central power." This vow, coming from the London
headquarters of the so-called Khalistan Liberation
Movement, heralds the beginning of a new, more vio
lent attack against the Indian nation state.
But such an attack will not serve the interest of the
West, as the terrorists claim. Anyone who gets involved

International-Soviet deal, the same deal we saw at work
in the British-backed revolution of Khomeini. Is it not
yet clear to even the most naive observer that the back
ing of Muslim fundamentalists "against communism"
and a "corrupt state" in Iran has turned into an abomi
nation against humanity? Is it also not clear that West

in destabilizing India is playing the Kissinger-KGB

ern support for Khomeini has not only destabilized a

game, a game whose success would destroy the leading

previous area of strong Western influence, but has vir

superpower of the developing sector, and hand it in

tually handed the area over to the Soviet Union and its

pieces to the Soviet Union.

Muslim Card experts?

It is true that the pedigree of most of the groups now

True, the pro-separatist lobby in Washington is loud

actively working against the national government of

and clear. "Experts" like Soviet agent of influence Hen

India is "Western," i.e., British. Still smarting over
their failure to break up India into a mass of squabbling
little ethnic states, the British maintain active case files
on how to manipulate and exacerbate tensions between

ry Kissinger and Club of Rome ghoul Claiborne Pell

insist that weakening the Indian government will "hurt"
the Soviet, communist cause in Asia. They are playing
the same game they did in Iran-and to the same benefit.
But American patriots have no choice. The great

India's multifarious ethnic and religious groups. Cam
bridge- and Oxford-trained anthropologists are routine
ly sent in to profile and rile up certain sections of the

India's importance lies not only with her size or

population. And London is the home away from home

leading position in the Non-Aligned movement. Im

for terrorist leaders aspiring to foment civil war.
Such a terrorist leader is Chauhan Singh, the self

bued with a fiercely repUblican commitment, India's
ruling elite has nurtured an excellence in science and

appointed head of the recently created "Khalistan Re

technology which has put India in the ranks of the

public's government in exile." Singh resides in Lon

United States and the U.S.S.R. in numbers and quality

don, where he organizes exiles from the subcontinent,

of scientific cadre. The progress made in agriculture

and receives advice from the counterinsurgency experts

and the nuclear industry under Mrs. Indira Gandhi are

in the London Foreign Office. In line with the alliance'

only symptomatic of that commitment.

of a major section of the British oligarchy with the

India's commitment to scientific progress has

Swiss gnomes and the Soviets, Chauhan Singh also

brought her straight up against the imperial games being

receives funding from the Swiss-based Nazi Interna

played by both the Soviet Union and the British-run

tional, and acknowledges occasional visits to the chief

State Department in the United States. So far she has

center of Soviet insurgency in the Muslim world,

held out with difficulty. But it is not clear she can stave

Tashkent.
Singh's alliance with the Nazi International is best
reflected in the deal he has made with the Muslim fun
damentalists, who are deploying globally on the basis
of the Swiss-Soviet alliance. The Muslims are the mo

64

nation of India must be saved.

off this new offensive, now targeting her key food
producing region (the Punjab), her nuclear indu/itry,
.
and her central government.
•

We demand the immediate cut-off of the Khalistan,

Muslim, and other separatists. That will disappoint the

tive force behind the terrorist-separatist insurgency in

Soviets, but if the West wants a free and independent

the Indian Kashmir, a longstanding area of tension be-

India, it is the indispensable step.
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